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Language is a communication tool in the form of a sound symbol system that is produced 
by human speech tools, in order to be able to interact and communicate with other people around 
us.In the world of education, we learn many languages. One of which is English language. 
English is an international language. In English, there are four skills that should be mastered, 
there are listening speaking, reading and writing.Writing skill is one of the difficulty skill, 
because writing skill is neededa creative thinking and skill in mastering that ability.The aim of 
this research is to know the elements of writing found on third semester students writing at 
English Department of Citra Bangsa University and to find out the dominant element of writing 
mostly found on third semester students writing at English Department of Citra Bangsa 
University. In this research the researcher analyzed the elements of writing found on students 
writing. The researcher used descriptive qualitative method to described the data, because in 
discussion the researcher only describes the data by finding out the element of writing founded 
on students writing.The subject in this research arethe English three lecturer and the 
thirdsemester students of English departmentat Citra Bangsa University. The data that researcher 
obtained through documentation and interview explain in description. The result of this research 
thecentral idea element get first rank, the element of organization get second rank, the element of 
supporting material get third rank, the element of expression, word choice and point of view get 
fourth rank and the element of spelling, grammar and punctuation get fifth rank. 
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Language is a communication tool in the form of a sound symbol system that is 
produced by human speech tools, in order to be able to interact and communicate with 
other people around us. Language consists of words or a collection of words. With the 
existence of language we can make many things, such as talking with others, singing and 
etc. Human knows the language since she/he was born and starts learning languages until 
she/he grows up.  
In the world of education, we learn many languages. One of which is English 
language. English is an international language. As an international language, English is 
very important and has many links to various aspects of life. In Indonesia, English is 
considered as first foreign language and is formally taught at school. At school we have 
been taught English from elementary to high school, some even learn it at the college 
when she/he chooses the English language major.  
In English, there are four skills that should be mastered, there are listening 
speaking, reading and writing. Those four skills are classified into two categories. 
Listening and reading belong to receptive skill, which the user of language requires to 
receive the spoken and written language.While, speaking and writing are productive 
skills, which the language users require the ability to produce language both spoken and 
written (Harmer in Sadana, 2017:1). Those skills in English should be integrated well 




Writing ability is one of the English skill that needs a creative thinking and skill 
in mastering that ability. Writing skill is needed for occupation and academic purpose. 
Hence, people who want to master English writing ability, they must have good 
capability in producing cohesive and coherent writing. Moreover, the writer must be able 
to use the correct language and punctuation as well. Therefore, writing is a difficult 
activity for most people. Many people thought that writing is the most complex skill, if 
they compared it to the other skills. According to Pranoto (2004:9), writing means 
pouring thoughts into the form of writing or telling something to others through writing. 
It means writing can also be interpreted as an expression of feelings. In other words, 
through the writing process we can communicate indirectly. The writer must be able to 
organize the ideas, to construct the sentences, to use punctuations and spelling well. 
Beside that, they must be able to arrange their writing into cohesive and coherent 
paragraph and text. Hence, writing is a very complex skill. 
The complexity of writing ability has caused many problems for the English 
lecturer in teaching the skill to the students. One of the main problems faces by the 
students is producing a cohesive and coherent writing. Beside that, many students assume 
that the process of writing is not only the process of transferring what the student feels, 
but also convey a message to the reader. Actually, in every schools has taught  how to 
write English in form of essay or work paper. However the fact is even though writing 
skill has been taught since elementary school until university, but not all the university 
students especially those who study at English major program or English department are 
able to produce a cohesive and coherent writing. If the students want to produce high 




department students who finally would write the academic and scientific writing such as 
writing their thesis. Therefore, they should understand and should know about some 
writing elements and could help them in order to be the successful academic writers. 
However some students at English department in Citra Bangsa University said that 
writing skill is a very difficult skill. In this research, the researcher choose the third 
semester students because even though they are in third semester, they are also still 
wrong in writing. They must learn more about writing and know the elements in writing, 
so when they prepare their thesis they have no trouble. They always find difficulties 
when they are asked to produce their writing, the difficulties can be central idea, 
organization, supporting material, expression, word choice, point of view, spelling, 
grammar and punctuation.  
From the fact above, the researcher argues that it is a serious problem to be 
considered that writing ability is fundamental thing in language learning, as the English 
department students, they should know and understand some elements of writing that can 
be used to improve their writing skill. Therefore the researcher is interested in conducting 
a research under the title “AN ANALYSIS ON ELEMENTS OF WRITING FOUND 
ON THIRD SEMESTER STUDENTS WRITING AT ENGLISH DEPARTMENT OF 
CITRA BANGSA UNIVERSITY” 
 
B. Research Problems 
1. What are the elements of writing found on third semester students writing at English 




2. What is the dominant element of writing mostly found on third semester students 
writing at English Department of Citra Bangsa University? 
 
C. Aims and Benefits 
1. Aims 
1. To know the elements of writing found on third semester students writing at 
English Department of Citra Bangsa University 
2. To find out the dominant element of writing mostly found on third semester 
students writing at English Department of Citra Bangsa University. 
2. Benefits 
The result of the study is expected to give some benefits to the researcher and the 
reader as general. The benefits are as follows: 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
This research will support by the theory of (Wilbers, 2014:15), said that most of 
second language learners should understand the writing process and learn how to 
integrate their knowledge and ideas into their essays or composition. The writing 
process consist of elements that help a writer to develop text that is reflective, clear 
and coherent. 
2. Practical benefits 
There are some functions from this research, such as: 
a. For students 
This research is expected to make the students improve their writing skill and 




b. For lecturer  
From this research, it is expected that the lecturer will get more information 
about elements of writing in students writing. 
c. For the researcher 
From this research, Researchers get experience in find out the elements of 
writing found on students writing. 
d. For the other researcher 
This research hopefully can be a reference for other researchers who take the 
same title as the researchers took. 
 
D. Scope of Writing 
In this research, the researcher only focuses on elements of writing found on third 
semester students writing at English Department of Citra Bangsa University. 
 
E. Definition of Terms 
1. Elements of writing 
Elements of writing are the the various skills that are needed for most types of 
academic writing, whether it is a short report, a long essay or a dissertation. Besides, 
writing produces new knowledge and makes new meaning. It is a good combination 





Writing is expressing ideas or concept in the form of essays freely. In this case the 
author needs extensive knowledge and experience, so the author is easily and 
smoothly to express ideas, concept and opinions. (Marwoto, 1987: 19). 
3. Citra Bangsa University 
Citra Bangsa University has been established since 2015. This University is located at 
Manafe Street, No 17 KayuPutih district. 
 
F. Organization of Writing 
This paper consists of three chapters. The first chapter is the Introduction, in this 
chapter consists of six part, there are: background, research problems, aims and benefits, 
scope of writing, definition of the terms and organization of writing. The second chapter 
is review of related literature, consists of three part, there are: concept and theory, related 
research and hypothesis. The third chapter is research method, consists of six part, there 
are : research design, location and schedule, population and sample, research instrument, 
data collecting technique and data analysis technique. The fourth chapter is findings and 
discussion, consists of two parts there are : findings and discussion. The last chapter is 










REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
 This chapter presents concept and theories which undergird this research and related 
research. In concept and theory, the researcher discusses some theories and research studies 
which relate to the topic. In related research, the writer place some related research which 
support the researcher’s theories. 
A. Concept and Theory 
1. Writing 
a. Definition of writing 
According to Marwoto (1987: 19), writing is expressing ideas or concept in the 
form of essays freely. In this case the author needs extensive knowledge and 
experience, so the author is easily and smoothly to express ideas, concept and 
opinions. 
According to Suparno and Yunus (2008: 13) writing is an activity of 
delivering messages (communication) using written language as a tool or medium.  
Tarigan (2005: 21) suggests that writing is reducing or describing graphic 
symbols that produce a language understood by someone so the other people can 
read and understand the language and the graphic symbols. 
Based on the opinions of experts, it can be concluded that writing is a process 
of conveying idea, illusion, feelings in the form of symbols / signs / writings that are 
meaningful. In writing there is an activity of string up, arrange, arranging, 




words, a collection of words forming a group of words or sentences, a collection of 
sentences forming paragraph and a collection of paragraphs that form complete and 
meaningful discourses or essay. 
b. The Purpose of Writing 
According to Cox (1962), the purposes of writing are:  
1) To inform, you may have more than one purpose in any assignment. You may 
wish primarily to inform, that is to convey information. 
2) To amuse, when your purpose in writing is to amuse or entertain, be funny if 
you can. 
3) To satirize, satirize is often a form of humor, but it is always humor with a 
serious purpose to effect reform. 
4) To persuade, if your purpose in writing is to persuade you desire to influence 
your reader’s thoughts or action. 
c. The Process of Writing 
According to Harmer in Ayu (2013:13), the writing process divide into four 
stages: planning, drafting, editing, and final versions. All the stages of writing 
process are explained below: 
1) Planning 
It is the first stage of writing process when the writers plan, try, and decide what 
they are going to say before starting to write. It might involve making detailed 
notes. There are three issues i.e. purpose, audience, and content structure that 
must be considered in planning to write. The purpose of writing will influence 




the audience will influence the shape of the writing (how it is laid out, how the 
paragraph are structured), and the choice of language such as formal and 
informal tone. Thirdly, the content structure of the piece that is, how best to 
sequence the facts, ideas, or arguments which are decided to include. 
2) Drafting 
Draft is the first version of a piece of writing. A number of drafts might be 
produced on the way to the final version, as the writing process proceeds into 
editing. 
3) Editing (reflecting and revising) 
It is the writing process to make the change of draft which is ambiguous or 
confusing by using general meaning and overall structure such as individual 
words and grammatical accuracy. Reflecting and revising are often helped by 
other readers who comment and make suggestions. The reaction of readers to a 
piece of writing will help the author to make appropriate revisions. 
4) Final Versions 
It is the last stage of the writing process when the written text is ready to send to 
its intended audience. 
2. The Elements of Writing    
  According to Wilbers (2007:127) there are five elements of effective writing: 
a. Central Idea 
This element of good writing involves focusing on a clear, manageable idea, 
argument, or thesis around which to organize your material. It includes selecting 




There are important points to note: 
1) Central idea is clearly stated, normally in the opening. 
2) All subordinate ideas relate clearly to the central idea.  
b. Organization 
This element of writing has to do with coherent arrangement of material. It involves 
keeping the reader oriented to the central and subordinate ideas. Good organization is 
logical and sequential. It guides the reader between divisions of the material. 
There are important points to note: 
1) Introduction orients the reader to the central idea and the line of reasoning. 
2) Material is arranged in a logical and coherent sequence; subordinate ideas are 
effectively identified. 
3) Transitions are clear and helpful. 
4) Conclusion or closing summarizes the argument, emphasizes the central idea, 
and leaves the reader with a sense of completion. 
c. Supporting Material 
Explanations, examples, statistics, and quotations make the ideas and information 
presented meaningful and memorable for the reader. In exposition, the role of 
supporting material is to clarify; in argument, to persuade. 
There are important points to note: 
1) Examples are relevant, specific, detailed, sufficient, and persuasive. 
2) Quotations support the argument. 




Language is clear, specific, accurate, and appropriate to the audience, purpose, and 
material. Variety in sentence structure and length creates emphasis. 
There are important points to note: 
1) Word choice is clear, specific, accurate, unassuming, and free of clichés and 
misused jargon. 
2) Sentences are free of wordiness and ambiguity. 
e. Spelling, Grammar, and Punctuation 
This element of good writing counts only when it’s wrong. Fair or not, your reader 
will notice your spelling, grammar, or punctuation only when you make a mistake. 
There are important points to note: 
1) Spelling, including technical terms and proper names, is correct. 
2) Correct words are used to convey the intended meaning. 
3) Generally accepted rules of grammar and syntax are followed, including 
pronoun/noun agreement, subject/verb agreement, appropriate verb tense, 
pronoun case, possessive forms, parallel construction, etc. 
4) Punctuation, particularly comma placement, reflects standard usage. 
5) Copy is free of mechanical errors and mistakes in proofreading. 
 
B. Related Research 
The researcher takes two previous researches. There are some previous researches 
which are used in this research: The first research was conducted by Alan C. Purves 
(2000). The title of his research is “Elements Of Writing About a Literary Work--a 




classification system for the individual "elements, or types of responses, which make up 
the reader's total response to literature as it takes form in written commentary on literary 
works. Chapter 1discusses the origin of the study and defines elements and the 
categorical system used in classifying them. Chapter 2 elaborates the categories 
("engagement-involvement," "perception," "interpretation," and "evaluation"), 
subcategories, and eleknts, and includes examples of each. Chapter 3 details the uses of 
this system in research and explains when it is most valuable to report by element, 
category, subcategory, or paradigm of elements. Chapter 4 assesses the implications of 
this classification system for teaching, particularly as its use can affect approaches to 
teaching literature and conducting class discussions on individual literary works. 
Appendices contain a demonstration of how critical essays can be analyzed by elements, 
and a summary list of the elements, subcategories, and categories.  
There are some differences between Alan research and this research. The first is his 
research describes about elements of writing about a literary work meanwhile, in my 
research describes about elements of writing found on students writing.  
The second is his research instrument is documentation but in this research there 
are two instruments: observation and interview. The second previous research was 
conducted by WahyuDyahnurAnisWachidah (2016). The title of her research is “An 
Analysis Of Cohesion And Coherence In The Students Writing Text”. The objective 
of this study is to identify the types of cohesion and coherence made by the students at 
their writing texts. This study applied descriptive qualitative method. The object of the 
study were 30 explanation texts which written by the 4th semester students of English 




taking Writing 3 subject. The data were collected through documentation. Furthermore, 
the data were analyzed using qualitative content analysis proposed by Mayring (2014:82). 
The technique of analysis involved categorization, abstraction, coding the text, and in 
addition, the reduction ofthe grammatical error of the texts except for logical order. To 
find the results the researcher used tabulation in counting the data, then the results 
showed that there are 1316 instances of cohesion from the total of occurrences and 940 
instances of coherence from the total of occurrences in 30 of the students‟ explanation 
texts. It can be concluded that the students to be competent well in producing cohesion 
and coherence at their writing texts. They utilized all the types of cohesion at their 
writing texts except ellipsis, and they applied all the types of coherence at their writing 
texts. 
There are some differences with this research. The first is The aims of his research is to 
identify the types of cohesion and coherence made by the students at their writing texts. 
While in this research there are two aims: to know the elements of writing and the 













This chapter presents information about how this research was conducted. The discussion in 
this chapter about research design, location, schedule, research instrument, data collecting 
technique and data analysis technique. 
A. Research Design 
The researcher used descriptive qualitative method to described the data, because 
in discussion the researcher only describes the data by finding out the element of writing 
founded on students writing. The researcher made interviews with English lecturer and 
documentation about students writing to find out the elements of writing in paper of 
students writing. 
 
B. Location and Schedule 
This research was conducted in Citra Bangsa University, focusing in third 
semester of English department. It is located at Jl. Manafe, No 17, KayuPutih district, 
Kupang city.  
The researcher conducted this research in the first semester of the academic year 
of 2019/2020. The researcher was conducted the research for approximately six months. 
In conducting research, the researchers follow the writing three class schedule that has 
been determined by the English department of Citra Bangsa University. 
 




The subjects in this research are the writing three lecturer and the third semester students 
of English department at Citra Bangsa University.  
 
D. Research Instrument 
Research instrument is an instrument to facility used by the researcher in collecting data. 
In this research the researcher used two instruments to collect the data, there are 
documentation and interview. 
1. Documentation 
According to Sugiyono (2018: 124) documentation is a method used to obtain data and 
information in the form of books, archives, documents, writing numbers and images in 
the form of reports and information that can support the research. In this research the 
researcher used documentation to obtain the data. The researcher analyzed the students 
writing about essay text with three different topics to find out the elements of writing. 
2. Interview 
According to Supriyati (2011: 48), interview is a technique of retrieving data through 
questions submitted to respondents verbally to gets the information. There are three 
types of interviews as follows: 
1. Structured Interviews, this interview is used as a technique for collecting data, if the 
researcher or data collector knows exactly what information will be obtained. In 
practice other than carrying instruments as interview guides, data collectors can also 
use tools such as tape recorders, pictures, brochures and other instruments that can 




2. Semi Structured Interviews, this interview is to determine the problem more openly, 
where the interviewee is asked for their opinions and ideas 
3. Unstructured Interviews, the unstructured interview means free interviews where the 
researcher does not use interview guidelines that have been systematically arranged 
and complete for the data collection. The interview guide used is only in the form of 
outlines of the problems to be asked. 
  In this research, the researcher used semi structured interviews. This semi 
structured interviews method was used to obtain some information related to find out the 
element found on students writing. The researcher did interview with lecturer about what 
are the elements of writing has been taught to the students. 
 
E. Data Collecting Technique 
The are some steps to conducted the research: 
1. Documentation 
The document is paper of students writing. The lecturer asked the students to write an 
essay text based on the topic that has been given by the lecturer, after that the 
researchertook the result of their writing. Then the researcher analyzed their writing to 
find out the elements of writing.  
2. Interview 
Interviews was conducted to find out more information about the problems faced by 
students related to the elements of writing in students writing. In this research, the 




to the writing three lecturer related to learning writing and what are the elements of 
writing has been taught to the students to improve their writing ability. 
  
F. Data Analysis Technique 
After collecting all the data, the researcher analysis the data to achieve the research aims 
to know the elements of writing found on third semester students writing at English 
Department of Citra Bangsa University and to find out the dominant element of writing 
found on students writing. The steps as follows: 
1. Transcription 
The researcher took the result of interview which was given to the lecturer through 
recorder and then change it into text to facilitate the researcher in completing the data. 
2. Classifying 
The researcher classified all the elements obtained from documentation and interviews 




The researcher explained detail about the elements found on the students writing and 
the dominant element. 
4. Conclusion 
In the last step, the researcher made the conclusion of the data based on the result of 





CHAPTER IV  
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
This chapter discussed  of findings and discussion from the documentation and 
interview that had been done during research. The purposes of this study were to know the 
elements of writing found on third semester students writing at English Department of Citra 
Bangsa University and to find out the dominant element of writing mostly found on third 
semester students writing at English Department of Citra Bangsa University. 
A. Findings 
Figure 1.1 
Students Writing in the 9th meeting 






This writing paper has been written by Joan Antonio Melur. In his writing, he 
included the central idea in first paragraph. In the first paragraph there is a topic sentence. 
There stated the central ideain the topic sentence, that the author would like to discuss in 
his writing. The central idea is about the importance of education. Furthermore, he 
included the organization of writing, because there are four paragraphs. The first 
paragraph is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraphs are 
supportingparagraphs and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph. In his writing, 
there are also the element of expression, word choice and point of view. The researcher 
did not find supporting material and spelling, grammar and punctuation in his writing. 
Based on the explanation above, it can be said that there are threeelements found on 














Students Writing in the 9th meeting 
Topic: The Importance of education 
 
This writing paper has been written by RinaldyNeves. In his writing, he included 
only one element of writing. The element is expression, word choice and point of view, 










Students Writing in the 9th meeting 
Topic: The Importance of Education 
 
This writing paper has been written by TrivenaNenometa. In her writing, she 
included the central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph, there is a topic sentence. In 
the topic sentence there stated the central idea that, the author would like to discuss about 
the importance of education. Furthermore, in her writing, she included organization of 
writing, because there are four paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction paragraph, 
the second and third paragraph are supporting paragraph and the last paragraph is the 
conclusion paragraph. She did not includesupporting material, expression, word choice 
and point of view and spelling, grammar and punctuation. There are two elements found 





Students Writing in the 9th meeting 
Topic: The Importance of Education 
 
This writing paper has been written by WindaDopen.In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph, there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about the 
importance of education. Furthermore, in her writing, she included organization of 
writing, because there are four paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction paragraph, 
the second and third paragraph are supporting paragraph and the last paragraph is the 
conclusion paragraph. In addition in her writing, she included spelling, grammar and 
punctuation. She did not include supporting material and expression, word choice and 




In her writing, there are three elements of writing that found by the researcher. The 
elements are central idea, organization and spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
 
Figure 1.5 
Students Writing in the 9th meeting 
Topic: The Importance of Education 
 
This writing paper has been written by Sara Yulince. In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea that, the author would like to discuss about the 
importance of education. Furthermore, in her writing, she included organization of 
writing, because there are four paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction paragraph, 




conclusion paragraph. The last there are spelling, grammar and punctuation. In her 
writing, theresearcher didnot find supporting material, expression, word choice and point 
of viewand spelling, grammar and punctuation.In her writing, there are two elements of 




Students Writing in the 10th meeting 
Topic: Christmas Day 
 
This writing paper has been written by AryantiLomi.In her writing she included the 
central idea in first paragraph, that the author would like to discuss about Christmas Day. 




paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraph 
are supporting paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph. In addition, 
she included the supporting material.The last, there are expression, word choice, and 
point of view. In her writing, the researcher did not find supporting material and spelling, 
grammar and punctuation. The researcher found three elements of writing. They are 
central idea, organization and expression, word choice, and point of view. 
 
Figure 2.2 
Students Writing in the 10th meeting 





This writing paper has been written by TivenaNenomata.In her writing she included 
the central idea in first paragraph, that the author would like to discuss about Christmas 
Day. The last there are expression, word choice, and point of view.She did not 
includeorganization, supporting material and spelling, grammar and punctuation.In her 
writing, the researcher found two elements of writing. They are central idea and 


















Students Writing in the 10th meeting 
Topic: Christmas Day 
 
This writing paper has been written by Sara Yulince. In her writing she included the 
central idea in first paragraph, that the authors would like to discuss about Christmas 
Day. Furthermore, in her writing, she included organization of writing, because there are 
four paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction paragraph, the second and third 
paragraph are supporting paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph. 
The last, there are expression, word choice, and point of view. In her writing the 




In her writing, the researcher found three elements of writing. They arecentral idea, 





Students Writing in the 10th meeting 
Topic: Christmas Day 
 
This writing paper has been written by Mega Moy. In her writing she included the 
central idea in first paragraph, that the author would like to discuss about Christmas Day. 




paragraph is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraph are supporting 
paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph. The last, there are 
expression, word choice, and point of view. She did not includesupporting material and 
spelling, grammar and punctuation. In her writing, the researcher found three elements of 


























Students Writing in the 10th meeting 
Topic: Christmas Day 
 
This writing paper has been written by JulientDede. In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph, that the authors would like to discuss about Christmas day. 
Furthermore, in her writing, she included organization of writing, because there are four 
paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraph 
are supporting paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph. The last, 
there are spelling, grammar and punctuation.She did not includesupporting material, 
expression, word choice, point of view and spelling, grammar and punctuation. In her 








Students Writing in the 10th meeting 
Topic: Christmas Day 
 
This writing paper has been written by Joan Melur. In his writing, he included the 
central idea in first paragraph, that the author would like to discuss about Christmas day. 
He also included organization of writing, because there are four paragraphs, the first 
paragraph is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraph are supporting 
paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph. The last, there are 
expression, word choice, and point of view. He did not include supporting material and 










Students Writing In The11th Meeting 
Topic: Student And Pregnancy 
 
This writing paper has been written by Maria Lopez.In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about student 
and pregnancy. Furthermore, in her writing, she included organization of writing, because 
 
 
there are four paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction
third paragraph are supporting paragraph
paragraph. The last, there are 
include supporting material and 
In her writing, the researcher fou




 and the last paragraph is the conclusion
expression, word choice, and point of view
spelling, grammar and punctuation.  





Students Writing In The11th Meeting 
Topic: Student And Pregnancy 
 
, the second and 
 




This writing paper has been written by TrivenaNenomata.In her writing, she included 
the central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about student 
and pregnancy. The last one there are expression, word choice, and point of view.In her 
writing, the researcher  did not findorganization, supporting material and spelling, 
grammar and punctuation. In her writing, the researcher found two elements of writing. 
They are central idea and expression, word choice, and point of view. 
 
Figure 3.3 
Students Writing In The11th Meeting 





This writing paper has been written by Mega Moy.In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about student 
and pregnancy. Furthermore, in her writing there are spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
The last one, there are expression, word choice, and point of view.In her writing, the 
researcher did not find organization, supporting material and spelling grammar and 
punctuation. In her writing, the researcher found two elements of writing. They are 























Students Writing In The11th Meeting 
Topic: Student And Pregnancy 
 
This writing paper has been written by Sarah Perang.In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about student 
and pregnancy. She also included organization of writing, because there are four 
paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction, the second and third paragraph are support 
the central idea and the last paragraph is the conclusion. The last, there are expression, 
word choice, and point of view. In her writing, the researcher did not findsupporting 




In her writing, the researcher found three elements of writing. They are central idea, 




Students Writing In The11th Meeting 
  Topic: Student And Pregnancy 
 
This writing paper has been written by Joan Melur. In his writing, he included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there is a topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there stated the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about student 




paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction, the second and third paragraph are support 
the central idea and the last paragraph is the conclusion. The last, there are spelling, 
grammar and punctuation. He did not includesupporting material and expression, word 
choice, and point of view. In his writing, the researcher found three elements of writing. 




Students Writing In The11th Meeting 





This writing paper has been written by JulientDede.In her writing, she included the 
central idea in first paragraph. In first paragraph there topic sentence. In the topic 
sentence there is the central idea, that the author would like to discuss about student and 
pregnancy. Furthermore, she included organization of writing, because there are four 
paragraphs, the first paragraph is introduction, the second and third paragraph are support 
the central idea and the last paragraph is the conclusion.She did not includesupporting 
material, expression, word choice, and point of view and spelling, grammar and 
punctuation. In his writing, the researcher foundtwo elements of writing. They are central 
idea and organization. 
B. Discussion  
The researcher had analyzed the data and also had transcribed the result of interview. 
Based on the data displayed on findings, the data were discussed as follows: 
1. The Elements of Writing Found on Third Semester Students Writing at English 
Department of Citra Bangsa University 
1. Central Idea 
At the 9th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“The Importance of The Education”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an 
essay in accordance with the topic. There are five students attended the class. 
From the results of their writings there are four students who meet the central 
idea, which are listed in figures 1.1, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. Where, the central idea is in 
the first paragraph. This is the evident in the data. The first, from the writing of 
Joan Antonio, in the figure 1.1 “Early childhood is very important to determine 




childhood education”. In his writing he explained the importance of education in 
early childhood and explained the positive effect on the children of the social 
environment and peers.               
The second, from the writing of TrivenaNenometa in the figure 1.3 
“Education is very important.There are two reason become barrier fast the 
education”.  In this sentence, central idea is about “education is very 
important”In her writing, she explained the importance of education and will 
discussed two reasons that become obstacles in education that barrier.  
The third, from the writing of WindaDopen in the figure 1.4 “Education is 
a continuous process, not stoping. Education is the learning of the knowledge, 
skill and habit”.  In this sentence, the central idea is about “education is a 
continuous processs”.  In her writing, she explained about education and 
explained two reasons of the education related to expensive and the best school.      
The last from the writing of Sara Perang in the figure 1.5 “PAUD is 
aducation more important for the childrensa which attain the age of the three to 
five years”.  In this sentence, central idea is about “PAUD is more important 
education”. She explained the importance of education for PAUD and she gives 
some reasons about the education. 
At the 10thmeeting,the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Christmas Day “.The lecturer askedto the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the given topic. there were 6 students attended the class. From 
the results of their writings, all the students have fulfilled the central idea, which 




first paragraph.This is the evident in the data. The first, from the writingof  
AryantiLomiin the figure 2.1 “Christmas is the most special day and only takes a 
few days for one year”. In this sentence, central idea is about “Christmas Day”. 
She explained about Christmas Day and explained the preparation before 
Christmas.  
The second, from the writingof TrivenaNenometain the figure 2.2, 
“Christmas day is a special day that has been awaited by Chistmas”. In this 
sentence, central idea is about “Christmas Day”. In her writing, she explained 
about Christmas Day and explained the activity before Christmas.  
The third, from the writing of Sara Perang in the figure 2.3 “Christmas is a 
special day For Christian and Catholic. They celebrate christmas day with their 
family because christmas day they celebrate once a year, so they celebrate with 
happiness”. In this sentence, central idea is about “Christmas is a special day”. In 
her writing, she explained about Christmas and explained the activity before 
Christmas. The fourth, from the writing of Mega Mooy in the figure 2.4 
“Christmas is the most desirable day by Christians and Catholics. Christmas has 
more appeal For everyone, who celebrates the day, even before Christmas many 
people will arrive, already preparing the equipment they will use at Christmas”. 
In this sentence, central idea is about “Christmas is the most desirable day by 
Christians and Catholics”. In her writing, she explained about Christmas Day and 
explained the preparation before Christmas. Another example of the students 




At the 11thmeeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Student and Pregnancy”. The lecturer asked to the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the given topic. There were 6 students attended the class. From 
the results of their writings, all the students have fulfilled the main idea, which are 
listed in figures 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. Where, the main idea is in the first 
paragraph. This is the evident in the data. The first,  from the writing of Maria 
Lopez in the figure 3.1 “Many experience were felt when she was a mother at a 
young age while at the same time she was still countinuing her studies in college 
maybe quite heavy carrying out the role of a mother as well as student”. In this 
sentence, central idea is about “a mother at a young age”. In her writing, she 
explained the experience of someone who became a mother and still continuing in 
college. 
The second, from TrivenaNenometa’s writing in the figure 3.2 “Being a 
student is a matter of pride for those who are currently undergoing education at 
the college level. However, what about those who take the wrong path and have to 
go through pregnancy durring college”.In this sentence, central idea is 
about“pregnancy durring college”. In her writing, she explained the problem for 
college students who are pregnant.  
The third, from the writing of Mega Mooy in the figure 3.3 “Children are 
eassy in relation to talking a decision to go to school and achive their goals is not 
easy so that he can pass it just like that. The most prominent thing from school is 
when someone starts to be attracted to the opposite sex and end dating. Then in 




themselves and become pregnant”.In this sentence, central idea is about 
“Children are easy in relation and become pregnant”. In her writing, she 
explained the asociation of children in schools that cause pregnancy. The fourth, 
from the writing of Sarah Perang in the figure 3.4 “Being a teacher and a 
housewife is not easy because there are many needs that must be met in order to 
create a good family” In this sentence, central idea is about “Being a teacher and 
a housewife”. In her writing, she explained thatbeing a teacher and a housewife is 
not easy. And another example in the students writing in the figure 3.5 and 3.6. 
2. Organization 
At the 9thmeeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“The Importance of The Education”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an 
essay in accordance with the topic. There are five students attended the 
class.From the results of their writings there are four students who have fulfilled 
the organization element, which are shown in Figure 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5.Where, 
in their writing there are four paragraphs. The first paragraph is introduction 
paragraph, the second and third paragraph are supporting paragraph and the last 
paragraph is the conclusion paragraph.  
At the 10th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Christmas Day”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the topic. From the results of their writing there are five students 
who meet the elements of the organization, which are listed in Figures 2.1, 2.3, 




is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraph are supporting 
paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph.  
At the 11th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Student and Pregnancy”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the topic. From the result of their writings there are four students 
who have fulfilled the organization elements, which are shown in figures 3.1, 3.4, 
4.5, and 4.6.Where, in their writing there are four paragraphs. The first paragraph 
is introduction paragraph, the second and third paragraph are supporting 
paragraph and the last paragraph is the conclusion paragraph.  
 
3.  Supporting Material 
The results of student writing contained at the 9th meeting with the topic 
“The Importance of Education”, the 10thmeeting with the topic “Christmas Day” 
and the 11thmeeting with the topic “Student and Pregnancy”. From the results of 
their writings the element of supporting material is still incomplete, because in 
their writing they just explained and give their personal examples and they didn’t 
provide the statistics and the citation. This is the evident in the data. The first, 
from the writing of WindaDopenin the figure 3.4 with the topic “The Importance 
of Education” in the second and third paragraphs: 
“Educaton is a cantionsproces,notstoping.Education is the 
learning of the knowledge,skill and habits,so Many people went to 




children toget a proper education,so they send their children to the best 
and expensive school for several reasons. 
The first reason 15 that their children are smarfer and excel in all 
fielldsbecause,the best and expensive have high.qualicity teachers in 
teacing their children. 
The second reasons 15 are that expensive and best school have 
facilities that are quaitediffebent from other schools,sarting from the 
provision of venicles,cctv,wi-fi and many more.one of which is to make it 
easier for parents not to bother taking their children to school”. 
The second, in the writing of Sara Perang, with the topic “Christmas Day” 
in the figure 2.3. In the second and third paragraphs: 
“The First they spend their money to go shopping. In over there 
they buy some clothes, ingredients For making cakes and ingredients For 
home decoration. 
The second they began to decorate the christmas tree they had 
bought. Then they will decorate it with christmas trinkets in order to 
beautify the christmas tree”. 
The last, from the writing of Mega Mooy. In the figure 3.3 with the topic 
“Student And Pregnancy”, in the second and third paragraphs:  
“The following are positive and negative impacts when a student becomes 
pregnant while attending school. 
“The first is the negative impact that will occur on a student who is 
pregnant that she will have difficulty in dividing her time to attend school. 
The second are the positive impact that will occur on a student, who is Get 





Based on three writings above, they just explained and give their personal 
examples but they didn’t provide the statistics and the citation to support their 
writing. Where, in the writing of WindaDopen, she just explained about the 
importance of education and explain the reason of the education. In the writing of 
Sara Perang, she just explained the activity of the people before Christmas day. 
The last in the writing of Mega Mooy, she just explained the positive and negative 
impacts when a student pregnant. 
4. Expression, word choice and point of view 
At the 9th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“The Importance of The Education”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an 
essay in accordance with the topic. There are five students attended the 
class.From the results of their writings there are two students who have fulfilled 
the element of expression, word choice and point of view. This is the evident in 
the data. The first, from the writing of Joan Melur in the figure 1.1.In his writing 
there is expression where stated in the first paragraph” Early childhood 
education is very important”. The next, in his writing the word choice is almost 
true, where stated in the sentence “Early childhood education is very important 
and will form a good personality in children who will grow up to adulthood” In 
this sentence, the word choice is incorrect there is stated in the underline word. In 
his writing, there no have the element of point of view. 
The second, from the writing ofWindaDopen in the figure 1.4. “I 
concluded that many parents want their children to get a proper”. In this 
sentence, there are the expression and the point of view. Where the expression 




success.The next, the point of views he gave the opinion about the education. In 
this sentence also, the word choice is incorrect.  
At the 10th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Christmas Day”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the topic. There are six students attended the class.From the 
results of their writings there are three students who have fulfilled the element of 
expression, word choice and point of view, but their sentence is less precise. This 
is the evident in the data.  
The first, from the writing of AryantiLomi in the figure 2.1. In her writing 
there are expression and word choice, there no have point of view. Where, in her 
writing there is “expression” in the sentence “Christmas is most special day”. In 
this sentence, she gave the expression that Christmas is most special day. The 
next, there are “word choice” in the sentence “Christmas is the most special day. 
Before Christmas day, people will be very busy because there will be a lot of 
preparation to welcome Christmas”.In this sentence, the word choice is not true 
and can understand by the reader.  
The second, from the writing of Sara Perang in the figure 2.3. In her 
writing there are expression and word choice, there no have point of view. Where, 
in her writing there is “expression” in the sentence “Christmas is a special day”. 
In this sentence, she gave the expression that Christmas is a special day. The next, 
there are “word choice” in the sentence “Christmas is a special day for christian 
and catholic. They spend their money to go shopping. In this sentence, the word 




The third, from the writing of Joan Melur in the figure 2.6. In her writing 
there are expression and word choice, there no have the point of view. Where, in 
his writing there is “expression” in the sentence “ThisChristmas moment is very 
special for Christian and Catholic”. In this sentence, he gave the expression that 
Christmas moment is very special for Christian and Catholic. The next, there are 
“word choice” in the sentence “Christmas preparation is the main moment before 
the celebration arrives. This Christmas moment is very special for Christian and 
Catholic, to welcome the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ”.In this sentence, the 
word choice is not true 
   At the 11th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Student and Pregnancy”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the topic. There are six students attended the class. From the 
results of their writings, there are three students who have fulfilled the elements of 
expression, word choice and point of view. This is the evident in the data. The 
first, from the writing of Maria Lopez in the figure 3.1. “not forgetting the 
responsibilities as a wife as a mother” , “do not complain and diligent do the 
work”. In the two sentences, he gave the expression of prohibition to a mother as 
a student. In the two sentences also the word choice is almost true. The second, 
from the writing of Mega Mooy in the figure 3.3.in her writing there no have 
expression and point of view. The next, in her writing the word choice is almost 
true, there stated in the sentence “Children are easy in relation to taking a 
decision to go to school and achieve their goals”. 




At the 9th meeting, the result of students writing based on the topic that the 
lecturer given to them about “The Importance of Education”. Almost all the 
students writing still less precise, there is only one student who have met the 
element of spelling, grammar and punctuation. This is the evident in the 
data,from the writing of WindaDopen in the figure 1.4. “Education is a 
continuous process, notstoping. Education is the Learning of the knowledge, skill 
and habit”. In this sentence, the use of spelling, grammar and punctuation is 
incorrect, in the spelling in the word is ‘stoping” is incorrect.  
At the 10th meeting, the result of students writing based on the topic that 
the lecturer given to them about“Christmas Day”.  There is only one student has 
fulfilled the elementof spelling, grammar and punctuation. This is the evident in 
the data,from the writing of AryantiLomiin the figure 2.1 “Christmas is the most 
special day and only takes a few days for one year”. Usually. Before Christmas 
day people will be very busy because there will be a lot of preparation to 
welcome Christmas”. In this sentence, the use of spelling, grammar and 
punctuation is correct.  
At the 11th meeting, the topic that has been given by the lecturer is about 
“Student and Pregnancy”. The lecturer askedto the students to write an essay in 
accordance with the topic. There are six students attended the class. From the 
results of their writings, there is onlyone student who has fulfilled the elements 
ofspelling, grammar and punctuation. This is the evident in the data,from the 
writing of Joan Antonio Melur in the figure 3.5. “Not like school, campus usually 
allows students do get married while attending college. You should be able to 
 
 
manage time not only for studying, do
extracurricular activities, but also for taking care of your small family




2. The Dominant Element of Writing Mostly Found on Third Semester Students 
Writing at English Department of Citra Bangsa University
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The element of organization gets second rank, because this element is found to be 
less than the central idea element. This data can be proven in the 9thmeeting where, the 
organization element is found in 4 students writing, in the 10th meeting it is found in 5 
students writing and in the 11th meeting it is also found in 5 students writing. 
The element of supporting material gets third rank, because the element is found 
to be less than two previous elements. This data can be proven in the 9thmeeting where, 
the supporting material element is found in 3 students writing, in the 10th meeting it is 
found in 4 students writing and in the 11th meeting it is also found in 4 students writing. 
The element of expression, word choice and point of view gets fourth rank, 
because this element is found to be less than three previous elements. This data can be 
proven where, in the 9thmeeting the element of expression, word choice and point of view 
is found in 2 students writing, in the 10th meeting it is found in 3 students writing and in 
the 11th meeting it is also found in 3 students writing. 
  The element of spelling, grammar and punctuation gets fifth rank, because this 
element is found at least of the other previous elements of writing.  
Therefore based on the data found, it can be said that central idea element is the 
dominant element of writing mostly found on third semester students writing at the 
English Department of Citra Bangsa University. Because, all the students who include 
this element of central idea in their writing. 
 
Based on the result of interview the researcher found some the data through some 




held on 18th December 2019. In the following will be stated the summary of the 
interview: 
In the third semester the lecturer only focus on teaching one element, the element 
is supporting material.This was said by the lecturer in the interview.“……Well actually 
based on the writing 3 syllabus in this semester I have focused on one of the elements of 
writing that is Supporting Material or in my syllabus the topic is about concrete support 
and the sub topic is paraphrases”.  In the writing 3 syllabus, the element of writing that 
is taught to the students is supporting material. 
 The other elements of writinghave been taught to the studentssincefirst and 
second semester. The lecturer explained that, the students had received material about the 
elements of writing since first and second semester. “……For those kinds elements of 
writing have been taught since first and second semester, so in this semester I just repeat. 
But, when they write a text, they always make the mistake by not using capital letters at 
the starts of words. And the next mistake about central idea, where the topic sentence 
must exist in the first paragraph as an introduction made by the author to give the reader 
the topic to be discussed in writing, but they are still wrong and confused about the topic 
sentence”.In first and second semester the students have been taught some elements of 
writing, in third semester they only do repetitions the material. 
 From all the elements of writing, the element of spelling and punctuation is easy 
to be created by the students. The lecturer said that the elements that easily accepted by 
the students are spelling and punctuation. “……Based on the results of practice and 
examinations, the elements of writing that I think they have mastered are "spelling and 




whether spelling, grammar and punctuation they choose is correct or not, then they also 
it can be quite good in the organization of writing and expression, word choice and point 
of view, there are some students who are good enough to master the elements of writing”. 
In writing students are able to use spelling correctly and place punctuation is correctly, 
because the students allowed to use anonline dictionaries. 
 The most difficult elements that the students failed to achieve are central idea, 
grammar, and supporting material. This was said by the lecturer in the interview. 
“……There are the most difficult elements: the first, creating a good central idea, ideas 
are what it’s all about. Ideas are really the most important part of a piece of writing. 
Ideas are the reason writers write. If we didn’t have any ideas, we wouldn’t need any 
words to express them. Without ideas there wouldn’t be any writing. Therefore for 
starting a piece of writing the students should think and elaborate such a good idea that 
is written in the topic statement. Furthermore, the difficulty that I found in children's 
writing is Grammar and Structure, For example problems regarding subject verb 
agreement. The last difficulty is that students still have difficulty in finding reference 
materials to support their opinions or views, if they are diligent in practicing I'm sure 
they can produce good writing.”The students have not been able to determine correctly 
the central idea, the use of grammar is still wrong and students still have difficulty in 
finding reference materials to support their opinions. 
The solution given by the lecturer, to overcome the problem faces by the students are 
repeat more the material about the elements of writing. This is in accordance with the 
explanation of the lecturer in the interview. “……The solution so far is that I repeat more 




Semester 1 Program Plan that this time I must emphasize on the topic of "The essay body 
outlining Parts of an essay: introductory, body, and concluding paragraphs, "that is a 
discussion about writing a good and correct scientific essay. Where should I be able to 
make them master the Essay writing strategy that is good and right.”The lecturer always 
repeat the material that has been taught previously. 
Related of the results of the interview summary above, the researcher concludes 
that all the elements in writing has been taught to the third semester students of English, 
whether taught in the third semester or has been taught in first and second semesters. 
However there are some students who do not understand or still confused with some 
elements, so they are always make mistakes in their writing and can not produce a good 
writing. The solution from lecturers to overcome these problems is that lecturers often 














CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
This chapter presents the conclusion of the present study and offers suggestion for further 
research. The conclusion is summed in this chapter based on the data findings and the 
discussion in the previous chapter. 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the result of the analysis and discussion of the data, the researcher get 
conclusion that can be drawn from research an analysis on elements of writing found on 
students writing as follows: 
1. All the elements of writing found in students writing. The elements are central idea, 
organization, supporting material, expression, word choice and point of view, 
spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
2. Based on the analysis of the results, the most dominant element found in student 
writing is central idea, the second is organization, the third is supporting material, 
the fourth are expression, word choice and point of view and the last, the element 
found in student writing are spelling, grammar and punctuation. 
B. Suggestion 
1. The students must master the elements of writing, by continuing to practice writing 
and also have to read more to get many references. 
2. The lecturer must give more practice or assignments aboutwrite an essay to students 
as often as possible, so as to improve students writing abilities by being able to 




3. For the other researchers, the researcher hopes to find the other elements in writing 
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